inspired homemaking
TRAITS TAKE ON...

Adding value to your home on a
shoe string budget
By Angela Ocker

P

lanning on putting your home on the market or simply wanting to spruce things up? There are some cost-effective ways to
achieve a massive revamp without over spending on your budget
make that money work harder for. Any renovation or revamp will
not only create a fresh and aesthetically pleasing look, but will
also add value to your home, increasing your investment value.
Here are some cost-effective DIY projects that you can tackle
this summer which promise not to break the bank but still make a
substantial difference to your home.
One of the most expensive areas of your home is your kitchen,
often known heart of your home. Replacing your cabinetry can
be costly, so instead, give your cupboard doors and drawers a
much-needed facelift with a fresh lick of paint. Opt for a neutral
colour and repair any damages and dings in the process too.
If your kitchen is fairly dates, consider upgrading your hardware
to modern draw runners and hinges. This new functionality will
change the overall usability of the kitchen and make it a far
more stress-free environment. If you built-in appliances are not
in good working order, look at investing in upgrades, especially
with those appliances that you use most often. Don’t be afraid to
spend a bit of money here, as the better the appliance, the better
the experience.

Shower rings
Your bathroom is the second most valuable room
in the home. If you cannot afford a full overhaul,
look at replacing faulty or dated fixtures to help
improve the overall look and functionality of the
room. Consider painting over the exposed walls
and ceiling with a paint that has been developed
specifically for bathrooms and kitchens. These
paints work more
effectively in areas that
experience excess
moisture and are
therefore more susceptible to mould. If the
grout between your tiles
has blackened, invest
in grout paint with a
specific nozzle for easy
application to give these
fine lines a new lease
on life.

Don’t throw old shower curtain
rings away. Slip them onto
a hanger to make an easily
accessible space-saver for scarves,
caps or any other accessories.

METALLIC
An extravagant
makeover, minus Can ring pulls
Save those ring pulls
the price tag.
from your soft drink

Organise and tidy
your wardrobe

“Oscar Wilde once said “let me be
surrounded by luxury, I can do without
Six
ways to use clothes
the simple
necessities”
hangers and other items in
By Andrew
the
home Cox
to create a tidy,
organised wardrobe.
By Andrew Cox

Planning on putting your home on the market or simply
wanting to spruce things up? There are some cost-effective ways to achieve a massive revamp without over
spending on your budget make that money work harder for. Any renovation or revamp will not only create a
fresh and aesthetically pleasing look, but will also add
value to your home, increasing your investment value.
Here are some cost-effective DIY projects that you
can tackle this summer which promise not to break
the bank but still make a substantial difference to your
home.
One of the most expensive areas of your home is your
kitchen, often known heart of your home. Replacing
your cabinetry can be costly, so instead, give your cupboard doors and drawers a much-needed facelift with
a fresh lick of paint. Opt for a neutral colour and repair
any damages and dings in the process too.
If your kitchen is fairly dates, consider upgrading your
hardware to modern draw runners and hinges. This
new functionality will change the overall usability of
the kitchen and make it a far more stress-free environment. If you built-in appliances are not in good working
order, look at investing in upgrades, especially with
those appliances that you use most often. Don’t be
afraid to spend a bit of money here, as the better the
appliance, the better the experience.
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Metallic finishes to accessories and furniture will give your home a more
opulent look. Copper is the go to metallic colour at the moment - rich
and opulent. Jazz up an old dull picture frame with gold or silver spray
paint or add layer of gold leaf sheets on the frame for an inexpensive
revamp.					
You can also buy cheap accessories from high street stores or even
junk shops. Collect shiny metal and glass items together (but not too
many) and display them close to a light source for effective impact.

cans and increase your
hanging capacity in
one refreshing drink,
check out the picture.
What could be easier?
LIGHTING

Metal chains

An easy way to create a lavish look in a room is to just
change the light switches. Being able to control the lighting
to set the tone for a cosy evening in or an intimate function
Awillvariation
of much
themore
canluxurious. Modern old
make the evening
fashion bulbs also give a rich warm glow.

ring pull – a metal
chain can be used
in a similar way for
heavier items in
your cupboards if
you’re worried about
supporting the weight.
WALLCOVERING

If you have ever considered giving
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a more
feelyou
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too
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(lucky
but were put off by the idea ofyou)?
Or, does your wardrobe just resemble
the cost, don’t be. Many people
a disaster area? Whatever the case,
confuse luxury and opulence with
here are some easy and quick ways
accessories
andand
costly
toexpensive
organise your
wardrobe
better
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items
but allspace.
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utilise
existing

a little creativity and a well thoughtout plan.				

Non-slip hangers

Avoidare
the some
frustration
your clothes
Here
greatofideas
to giveslip-sliding
to thehome
floor in
a messy
Warp good oldyour
that
lavish heap!
twist without
fashionedthe
pipebank.
cleaners around the base of
breaking

both ends of the hangers. If you have a glue
gun handy, a little squiggle line along the same
COLOUR
area
will do the trick, but remember to let it
Choose deeper, richer colours as accents
or overall
paint colour to before
give your room
a The simplest of
dry
completely
use.
lavish mood. Tones like navy, garnet jade
allandisamber
to wrap
rubber
bands around both ends
can add real
sophistication.
Think of the royal crown - jewel colours in
(over
time they will deteriorate, so keep an eye
the right proportions with accent colours
of garnet
jade willto
create
a more
out
for and
when
replace).
sumptuous feel to your room.

This may be a bitter pill to
swallow, but maybe the lack of
space may just be that you have
too much stuff! After sorting out
your wardrobe, make sure all
the hangers face away from you.
MIRRORS Every time you wear an item of
You can add some
royalty by bringing
ornatehanger
framed
clothing,
turninthe
around.
mirrors, that will make the room feel more spacious and will
sixMirrors
months
whatever
is
also give a visualAfter
lavishness.
are not just
for the
wall – consider laying them flat on a table and use them to
on
the
hangers
still
facing
away
display your favourite collection of glassware, beautiful jewellery and perfume
bottles.you
A smaller
mirrorneeds
can work well
from
really
toasbe given
a small opulent drinks tray but be careful not to overload it.
away … think about it!

SCENT

Opulence may well be defined in material assets,
but it is also a state of mind. Enhancing the senses is a powerful tool for evoking sophistication
and indulgence so, don’t be afraid to experience
the smell of lavish beauty. Although nothing beats
the natural smell of fresh flowers, other products
oils and some
great
smelling
chains, belts andlikealldiffusers,
the other
littlereally
bits
that
make
candles can work well and will also last you a
perfect getting tangled up
even lost? Why not secure
little or
longer.

There are expensive wallpapers out there but
there are cheaper choices too. If you only cover
the one wall, cost is minimal and nothing says
richness more than an accent wall covered in
a patterned or heavily textured wallpaper – it
enhances the warmth of the room and adds a
wow factor.
Are your earrings,

Hooks

MIX IT

Back to front hanger trick

your outfit
small brass hooks on a hanger to keep them all in one place to
grab and go?

Back to the ubiquitous tool in the décor tool
box - the scatter cushion. By simply using
a variety of patterns, colours and textures
, you can add that touch of luxury pretty
quickly and very cost effectively. Consider
cushions in different fabric textures like silks,
leather, wools, as well as a combination of
plane and patterns.

Idea on the side

Now that you’ve freed up some
hangers from the unworn clothing you
agreed to give away, here’s a quick
idea for repurposing them. Make a
cut in the centre of the long straight
CURTAINS
bottom section of the hanger and
An easy way to get that touch of luxury is simply with you
insert
curtains. Choose rich colours in heavy
fabricstin
with foil,
a sheenkitchen towel, baking or
and either invest in extra length or hang the curtains lower
wax paper and you have a practical
than usual so they drape around the floor. This gives the
illusion of pure decadence, especially
if you tie them
back with for use in the
mobile
dispenser
braided tassels. Drapes are not only for windows – they can
workshop
or at the braai.
bring style to arch ways or to createkitchen,
over an alcove
to make a
snug little hide away.
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